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From The Chair
In our busy lives it is all too easy to open an email attachment
and just look at the first few lines promising ourselves that we
will “read it later”. Sometimes, we don’t even get as far as
opening it in the first place! I thought I’d therefore just highlight
a number of issues which appear later in this issue on Page 1
which will, hopefully encourage you to read on (sooner rather
than “too late”-er!!)
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AGM – 25 MAY 2016
First and foremost – another AGM looms! How quickly the years
roll round. This year the format is slightly different. Firstly, as
last year, we are following the formal part of the meeting there
will be fish and chips on offer which means those of you who
have to rush home and back out again in order to join us will
not go hungry! IN LIGHT OF THIS WE DO NEED TO KNOW
NUMBERS, so please note the cut-off date. Secondly, we have
two guest speakers, details in the AGM Notice.
Driving Skills – 14th May 2016
Sadly, we did not get sufficient interest to enable us to run this
event as previously advertised. This has now been rescheduled
for Saturday 14th May. Sanden Training (Brian and Matt) really
put themselves out for KAM in order to arrange these sessions
and I really urge you to come along for this. It is tremendous
fun, first and foremost, and I PROMISE you will discover skills
you really didn’t know you had!
Lastly, please can I encourage you to give up a little of your
valuable time and actually join our committee. The existing
members, with one or two exceptions, have been on the
committee since KAM was formed. I speak for several of us
when I say we are not getting any younger and the committee
needs an injection of new blood, new ideas, new enthusiasm.
When we do stand down (and the day may not be far ahead),
we want to hand over a thriving, exciting, lively group and to
do that, we need to ensure an easy hand-over. It is called
succession planning and without your help there can be
no succession and, ultimately, no Kidderminster Advanced
Motorists. Please don’t let that happen! Thank you.
I look forward to seeing you all soon.

Andrea
Charity No: 1098808
The Newsletter of Kidderminster Advanced Motorists
			

Group Contact: 07050 691252 & www.k-a-m.org.uk

Better Driving, Pt 3.
The early anticipation of hazards reduces the risk
of being surprised and increases our ability to
maintain smooth, safe progress. In the IAM we
tend to concentrate on daylight driving but most of
us have to drive in the twilight or dark from time to
time and especially in the winter.
Night
Darkness introduces a loss of contrast causing
edges to become indistinct which in turn leads to
eye-strain, particularly when continually adjusting
to oncoming headlamps, and ultimately results
in increased tiredness. There are a number of
actions one may take to maximize our vision; the
following list is not exhaustive but makes a good
starting point.
1. Ensure that all glass, (including mirrors), is
clean and smear free.
2. Use the interior mirror in the “dipped”
position.
3. Allow time for your eyes to adjust to darker
conditions when leaving a well lit area
before accelerating.
4. Do not look at oncoming headlights but
focus to the left so that you can see the
road edge.
5. On left hand bends, use dipped headlights
to improve visibility.
6. Take information from road-side marker
posts, cats eyes, and position of head &
streetlights ahead of you.
7. Ensure that there are no distracting lights
inside your vehicle.
Spectacle wearers should be aware of the delay in
Photochromic lens reactions.
Different coloured cats eyes provide a number of
signs;
1. White mark lanes.
2. Red mark the road edge.
3. Amber mark the central reservation.
4. Green mark laybys and slip roads.
Use you wipers and washer to keep the windscreen
clear and in cold weather, use a more concentrated
solution to reduce the risk of it freezing on the
windscreen.
Micro-climates
Refer to small areas where surface conditions may
be worse than those preceding it. Typically these
include areas of shadow, where in winter ice may
remain long after it has melted elsewhere; overbridges, where the air temperature underneath
remains cold and so the road above does not thaw
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and in windy conditions, don’t forget side winds as
you pass breaks in hedges and buildings.
Road surfaces
Remember that there are many types of surface,
each of which will offer differing degrees of
adhesion in different conditions. Look for the
camber, (lack of or adverse), on bends and
irregularities such as broken edges, potholes and
ironwork. And always keep an eye open for debris.
Water
As a general principle, water should be avoided.
Do not drive in the gutter, standing water may
obscure deep potholes and you may drench
pedestrians. When faced with water across the
carriageway, if possible observe the route taken
by other vehicles, identify the shallowest area,
take first gear and proceed just above idling
speed. If your gearbox is an automatic, check the
manufactures manual before proceeding. Once
through, check your brakes until you are confidant
that they are effective again.
Road signs and markings
Road signs inform us of what to expect in the next
few seconds. Use them to inform your planning, i.e.
Observe
		
Understand
		
React
Whilst local knowledge can help you plan your
drive, it is worth remembering that 66% of crashes
occur on roads that one or more of those drivers
involved are familiar with.
Where a post has more than one road sign, the
furthermost one will be at the bottom, the nearest at
the top.
Observation links
Apply the question “What if…” to your observation
and use it to interpret what may be happening
ahead of you.
1. A single street lamp in the distance – may
mark the point of a junction.
2. Railway running beside the road –may be a
double bend as the road crosses it.
3. Row of parked vehicles – may be exiting
occupants and pedestrians.
4. A bus at a stop – may be pedestrians hidden
from your sight, about to cross the road.
5. A parked Royal Mail van – a postman may
be on foot making deliveries.
6. Filling station – may be vehicles entering
and leaving, also risk of skidding caused by
diesel spillage from overfilled tanks as the
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vehicle turns onto the road.
7. Smell of cut grass – may be a cutting
vehicle in the road or on the verge.
And so on, with horse manure, dustbins, pub carparks etc……………….
It is important to consider other, non-highway signs
such as those for businesses, ask yourself the
question “What if?” and take adapt your driving plan
accordingly.
And remember, there is no such thing as a perfect
drive.
Stay safe at the wheel.
Bob Fox

Disappointment ++
The Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM) has
called for a raft of measures to reverse the
disappointing increase in numbers of people killed
and injured on UK roads as announced today by
the government.
The Department of Transport’s Reported Road
Casualties Great Britain: 2014 Annual Report says
there were 1,775 reported road deaths in 2014, an
increase of 4% compared with 2013.
It added the number of people seriously injured in
reported road traffic accidents increased by 5% to
22,807 in 2014. A total of 194,477 people were
killed or injured in reported road accidents in 2014,
the first increase in overall casualties since 1997.
And the most common contributory factor in 2014
was drivers failing to look properly.
The IAM is especially concerned that pedestrians
accounted for three-quarters of the increase in
fatalities between 2013 and 2014. Pedestrian
fatalities increased by 12 per cent from 398 in 2013
to 446 in 2014 (all statistics: reference 1)
The IAM urges the government to take radical
steps to reverse these worrying figures before they
become a long-term epidemic, in particular that
pedestrian protection must be made a much higher
priority, and the decline in numbers of police traffic
officers must be reversed at the earliest opportunity.
Neil Greig, IAM director of policy and research,
said: “These figures are very worrying, especially
the fact that driver behaviour remains the top cause
of crashes.”

“There also must be a greater focus on driver
and rider quality and incentives for companies
and individuals to continuously develop their
skills; there also needs to be a focus on tackling
pedestrian deaths, an area which is often ignored.
We believe that car technology and design should
now shift from occupant protection to protecting the
vulnerable outside cars.”
He added: “We also need better pedestrian
facilities to segregate traffic and vulnerable users
where speeds are high, and campaigns to educate
pedestrians themselves as they are most often at
fault in crashes.”
IAM press release.

Stormy Weather
With summer approaching, it is timely to remind
ourselves about driving in adverse weather
conditions.
If conditions are extremely bad avoid starting your
journey. Take note of any weather warnings and
traffic updates in your local area – this will help you
make an informed decision.
Driving in strong winds can be extremely
dangerous, unsettling your car and even pushing it
to change direction. Grip the steering wheel firmly
and be mindful of vulnerable road users, such as
motorcyclists, who will need more room than usual.
Always look well ahead for gaps between buildings
and tall hedges or embankments. Be careful when
overtaking larger vehicles - in both instances gusts
might be particularly strong.
The movement of trees on the roadside can give an
indication of wind strength too.
Be wary of debris on roads and allow yourself
enough space to move around it if necessary.
Driving at a steady speed will also ensure you give
yourself more time to slow down before a hazard.
Keep an eye on the vehicles ahead of you - looking
for clues as to how the wind may be affecting them
will give you advanced warning of where it may be
gusting strongly.
Stormy weather can be extremely unpredictable be prepared for the worst.
And as always, avoid the journey where possible.
Bob Fox

AGM Wednesday 25 May 2016
The Annual General Meeting of the Kidderminster Advanced Motorist
Group will be held on
Wednesday, 25th May 2016 at Stourport Memorial Hall.
Doors open 7.00pm for a prompt 7.30pm start!
The AGM Reports will be posted on the KAM website shortly before
the meeting, enabling the actual AGM to be no more than half-an-hour.
Audited accounts will be available on the website and in hard copy at the
meeting.
As a charity we are required by law to have a Chairman, Secretary and
Treasurer and these have to be elected on the night. Presently these
positions are held by:
Chairman: Andrea Beech.
Secretary: Christine Lacey.
Treasurer: Megan Weaver.
All 3 Officers are prepared to offer themselves for re-election.
Other committee posts are held by: Brian Elliott (Chief Observer), Bob
Fox (Newsletter Editor), Rex Mound, Mark Griffiss and Rich Brewer.
Neville Simpson and Joe Crofts are not standing again this year.
To be considered for any of the Officer positions or to join the committee,
applicants must have been a full member of the Group for a minimum of
12 months and in order to stand as an Officer must be nominated and
seconded by two other full members. The committee reserve the right
to co-opt members onto the committee at any time. As mentioned on
page 1, we are really anxious to encourage people onto the committee
to enable us to put succession planning in place. Please give it serious
thought and feel free to talk to any of the existing committee if you would
like further information.
Nominations for each of the Officers must be presented to the committee
not later than 17th May 2016 in readiness for the last committee meeting
prior to the AGM, thereby enabling preparation of election papers should
these be required.
This year we have invited Gary Harris and Steve Tyler, two of the
examiners who cover this area, to join us for supper and they will be
talking about some of the funny and not-so-funny things that have
happened to them (not necessarily involving KAM Associates!!!) Please
come with any questions or stories of your own and we will have just an
informal round table exchange of ideas and stories.
As we will be ordering food, please can you confirm your attendance,
NOT LATER THAN 17TH MAY 2015 by email to kidderminsteriam@
gmail.com . The supper will be subsidised by the Group and will therefore
cost just £3 per head. Please let us have your names in advance, but you
can pay on the night. Thanks.
I look forward to seeing you there.
Andrea Beech
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A Skill for Life
The Institute of Advanced Motorists celebrates its
60th anniversary this year. My Dad was involved
with it from almost day one. He was trained as an
Advanced Driver at the now extinct Preston Police
Driving School and was an examiner for
the
organisation during his service with
Worcestershire Constabulary and it’s
driver training wing.
My police career started with
Hertfordshire Constabulary in
1974 and in 1976, I undertook
five weeks intensive driver
training to become an Advanced
Driver. Further training gave
me the skills to pursue and
stop renegade vehicles, now
referred to as Tactical Pursuit
and Containment (TPAC).
By 1996, I had left the
Police Force but was
proud enough of my
driving to continue
using “The System” of
Roadcraft that I had
been taught. In fact, I did
not know any other way to drive.
Because of my advancing years, I joined
Kidderminster Advanced Motorists (KAM) to see if
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I could still regard myself as an Advanced Driver
and after half a dozen observed drives, Bob F
suggested that I take my test.
Bob C was my examiner and he passed me in
May 2013. He suggested that my next move
could be towards a “F1RST” certificate. In
August 2015, Gary H said that he
considered my performance
good enough to warrant a
pass and suggested that I
consider becoming a Local
Observer.
Thanks to Brian E, (Chief
Observer, KAM), I now have
an IMI qualification as Local
Observer and have recently
heard that my first candidate
has passed her test with flying
colours! I am thrilled that I have
been able to pass onto her a “Skill
for Life”.
I celebrated my 72nd birthday this
March and have been an Advanced
Driver for 40 years this May. I am still
enjoying it and hope to be driving for a
few more years.
Peter Howells.

Fitness Beyond 70
The majority of older drivers are in favour of tighter rules on checking the health and suitability of over-70s
to drive according to a report by the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM), Keeping Older Drivers Safe
and Mobile. And more than half demonstrate that they self-regulate to stay safe, by avoiding driving in
challenging situations like busy traffic, after dark, in rush hour or bad weather.
In a survey of over 2,600 past & present drivers by Dr Carol Hawley and her team at Warwick Medical
School on their opinions, habits and motoring history, for the first of its kind for two decades a very high
proportion of respondents were in favour of measures to increase their safety on the roads.
Almost 60% said drivers should retake the driving test every five years after age 70, 85% said drivers
should pass an eyesight test every five years once they have reached 70, and more than half said that
drivers aged around 70 should be required to have a medical examination. 94% of respondents agreed that
GPs should be required to inform patients if their medical condition may affect their fitness to drive.
The number of drivers over the age of 70 is set to double over the next 20 years and with more than one
million licence holders over the age of 80, there is a pressing need for enlightened policies and practical
actions to help them keep safe and competently mobile for as long as possible.
Sarah Sillars, IAM CEO, said: “Driving is so much more than getting from A to B and this is most apparent
in this age group. It helps maintain self-esteem and freedom and combats social isolation. For those
needing a confidence boost on today’s busy roads, the IAM’s Mature Driver Assessment could be
something to think about.”
IAM press release.
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Contributed by Brian Elliott

Skid-pan Experience
We are arranging further skid-pan training or
“Dealing with Emergency Situations” sessions at
Sanden Driver Training, Throckmorton Airfield near
Pershore.
The half day experience is fun and highly
recommended. Using three vehicles with three
drivers in each vehicle in addition to the instructor/
observer, the experience consists of three
elements, each driver having approximately 20
minutes driving per element:
1. Dealing with emergency situations – (Used to be
called skid-pan training)
2. Collision avoidance – (Steering to avoiding
obstacles while using ABS braking at high speed)
3. Precision driving – (Driving through and
reversing back through a slalom course)
The Vehicles are provided by Sanden Driver
Training. There will be a mixture of manual and
automatic transmissions, giving you the chance to
drive both.
The sessions are open to Full and Associate
Members, and their guests but please note that
preference will be given to Members who have not
previously attended.
Date & time:
Saturday, 14th May 2016 at 0830.
Cost is £80:00p per person, including light
refreshments.
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If you wish to participate, please respond by email
to Andrea Beech <andrea-kam@uwclub.net> no
later than Friday, 29th April 2016.
Places will be allocated on a first come, first served
basis. Your place will be confirmed, subject to
receipt of the full payment. Please indicate if, in the
event that the session is fully subscribed, you wish
your name to be added to the waiting list.
You will be informed in the confirmation, of the due
date by which full payment must be received.
PLEASE NOTE:
1.
There is no period of grace, if
payment is not received by the 		
		
due date, the place will be offered to
the next person on the waiting list.
2.
In the event of an individual being
unable to take up their place, payment 		
will only be refunded if that placement is
taken up by another person.
3.
Those who are notified that they
are on the waiting list are asked to keep
		
that date free in case of last-minute
cancellations or to let Andrea know in 		
writing that they wish their name to be
removed from the waiting list.
4.
Verbal messages will not be
accepted.

Road Policing
The number of traffic officers policing our roads
is down by 30 per cent compared to 2010, new
research has revealed.
An AutoExpress’ investigation into the number of
traffic police in England and Wales discovered a
drop in the number of officers from 5,327 in 2010 to
just 3,742 by the end of 2015. The results emerged
at the same time as a separate study found that two
thirds of all driving convictions are speeding related.
According to AutoExpress, West Midlands forces
have been hardest hit by the cull, with the region
seeing a loss of more than 200 full-time staff during
the five year period, from 351 to 115 officers.
Of the 42 different police departments contacted
in the research, 36 said they had fewer officers
to patrol the roads. The plummet in traffic
police correlates with new statistics from
MoneySuperMarket, which found that the number
of drivers with convictions on their licence is down
marginally on last year.

Of all the convictions for motorists in the last five
years, two in three were speeding related and one
in eight convictions was the result of careless,
reckless and unfit driving, seven per cent were
‘situational driving offences’ — such as running a
red light or not stopping for pedestrians at crossings
— and five per cent were drink or drug-driving
related.
AutoExpress pointed out that the declining numbers
of traffic police was out of kilter with the additional
road laws brought into power in the last three years.
But even with lane etiquette and tailgating on
motorways now listed as legitimate offences, incar smoking banned across the nation and heavier
fines for those caught using their mobile phone
at the wheel, a National Police Chiefs’ Council
spokesperson said UK roads are still adequately
policed.
Bob Fox.

New Members
Linda Woodward
Kevin Hogan		

A Little Light Relief
Hagley
Brierley Hill

Welcome to the Group. Enjoy the experience.
Bob Fox.
Editor.

Test Passes
Associate			
Peter Simpson
F1rst
Lynette Martin  		
David Stansbie  		
Michael Woodward

Observer
Rob Stokes
Peter Howells
Mike Gardiner
Bob Fox

Many congratulations to you all, the effort was well
rewarded.
Enjoy your (Advanced) driving!
Bob Fox
Editor.

Wyre Forest Dial-a-Ride
Can you spare a half-a-day a week to help the
Wyre Forest Dial-a-Ride scheme? Drivers need to
hold a D1 licence and will receive tuition on how to
use the wheelchair clamps etc. Also required, are
Driver Assistants (who don’t need the D1 licence).
Further information from Peter or Stephanie
Ainsley p.ainsley@blueyonder.co.uk or s.ainsley@

A chap gets a job as a chauffeur, and after a few
months, works his way up to a senior driver’s
position. One day he is told to go and pick up a
VIP at the airport - but it’s a “bit of a hush-hush
visit” so exercise discretion.
Lo and behold, there at the airport is the Pope!
His Holiness gets into the back of the Rolls, and
admires the leatherwork, and interior, then says
to Bloke “What’s this thing like to drive? I used to
enjoy driving a little car when I was a priest, but
since then, I’ve been driven everywhere, and really
miss being behind the wheel.”
Bloke says “no problem” and stops. Pope jumps
into front seat, and bloke gets into back, and heads
off down the motorway, at 100 mph!
Next thing, he is pulled over by a motorbike cop,
who walks up to the car.
The Pope winds down the window, and plod walks
back to his car, to radio for advice.
“I have caught a VIP speeding, what do I do?” he
asks senior officer.
“What kind of VIP?”
“A VERY IMPORTANT VIP!”
“How important? A cabinet minister? A member of
the Royal family? One of the Spice Girls?”
“Errrrr - I think it must be GOD! He’s got the Pope
driving him around!”

blueyonder.co.uk

DRIVE SUNDAYS, first Sunday of each month,
10.30am, The Lock Inn car park at Wolverley, DY10 3RN members and non-members, all welcome.

Copy deadline for next edition of Driveway - 2 July 2016
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